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I tried to search on Google but with no luck, any help would be appreciated. I saw where a few people have had problems with it. Thank you! here is the zip file i made from the original book. I had a.rar file when i tried to download it. I used WinRar to open it and it put a bunch of folders inside and then it opened the pages as pdf files. I found the info on the title page and the copyright
page as seen here: PDF Reader When I opened a.pdf file,.rar,.zip and.pdf, it said for a few minutes and then the file corrupted. I went to my local library and got a brand new.pdf copy. hope that helps some of you. A: A zip file is just an archive of files. It doesn't contain a "book" as we would understand it. The zip file you downloaded contains a list of files. You can try to unzip them. You
will likely get something like this: index.html about_the_authors_index.html install_the_book_files.html toc.html cover.html I am not a java programmer, but from the files you list, it looks like you might be able to use zipfile.ZipFile.extractall(source, path) on the zip file, where source is the name of the zip file, and path is the path to where you want to extract the files. Alternatively, you

could use the unzip module in python. It's pretty straightforward to use, and also there is documentation about it. Python has a zipfile module which is built in, so it will likely be easier to do it this way. Hope that helps! (function() { var order_logs_table = angular.module('log', []); order_logs_table.config(['$httpProvider', function ($httpProvider) {
$httpProvider.defaults.headers.post["Content-Type"] = "application/json"; }]); order_logs_table.controller('logsTableController', ['$scope', '$stateParams
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